The quantum distances introduced recently by Provost-Vallee, Berry and Anandan-Aharonov are formulated and generalized with the help of projection operators and their Hilbert-Schmidt norms. As an application, a time-energy uncertainty relation is discussed. § L Introduction
§ L Introduction
The Berry phase manifests itself in diverse branches of physics. 1 
>'
2 > It attracted much attention mainly because of its gauge theoretic structure. To explain what we intend to investigate in this paper, we briefly recapitulate some aspects of the Berry phase. Let j¢(s)> be a normalized quantum state vector depending on a set of parameters s=(s\ s 2 , ···, sP). If we define a field on the parameter space M={s} by a"(s)=i<¢(s)ja"¢(s)>, it behaves like a U(1) gauge potential under the gauge transformation (1·5)
The tensor t"v(s) is invariant under the transformation (1·2) and its imaginary part is given by
On the other hand, defining another gauge invariant field gpv(s) by
gpv(s)=Re{tpv(s)},
we have gpv(s)dsPdsv=2-2l<¢(s+ds)i¢(s)>l, =1-l<¢(s+ds)l¢(s)>l
up to the second order of dsP. The expressions (1·8a) and (1·8b) were discussed by several authors as the quantum distance between the states lsb(s)> and l¢(s+ds)).
l-SJ
The field gpv(s) can be regarded as the metric tensor to measure the distance in the set of s-dependent state vectors. The purpose of this paper is to generalize the above-introduced metric structure of the set of s-dependent state vectors to the case of the set of N-dimensionallinear subspaces spanned by N s-dependent vectors. An N-dimensionallinear subspace is specified by fixing an orthonormal set of N vectors, i.e., an N-frame. The metric tensor on the set of N-dimensionallinear subspaces should be invariant under unitary transformations of N basis vectors defining theN-frame. In § 2, we discuss how such a metric tensor is constructed. Our definition of the metric tensor coincides with the one recently discussed by Tanimura.
6 l We find that the discussion is very much elucidated by introducing a projection operator which projects the whole Hilbert space onto the linear subspace concerned. For finitely separated two N-dimensional linear subspaces, we define three types of distance. In § 3, we discuss the detail of the derivation of the formula given in § 2. We consider in § 4 an application of the quantum distance. We obtain a generalized version of the Anandan-Aharonov uncertainty relation, which is described in terms of the geodesic distance. By making use of the distance other than the geodesic one, we are led to a new type of timeenergy uncertainty relation. Although the last relation is less stringent than the Anandan-Aharonov type one, it supplies us, with a simple method to estimate the lower bound of the time-energy uncertainty. The final section is devoted to a summary and an outlook. § 2. Metric on the set of linear subspaces
Metric tensor
As in the previous section, we consider quantum state vectors which depend on a set of parameters s=(s\ s 
where F.uv(s) is the U(N) gauge field:
Note that the r.h.s. of (2·10) is essentially the one in the U(1) case. It can be seen that T.uu(s) is gauge invariant and so is G.uv(s). It turns out that T.uv(s) can be rewritten as
where Tr denotes the trace in the Hilbert space:
{cpa} being an orthonormal complete set of the Hilbert space. Similarly, G.uv(s) is given by
The gauge invariance of Tpv(s) and Gpv(s) is manifest in the expressions (2·12) and (2·14). Note that the gauge invariant quantities such as P(s), Tpv(s) and Gpv(s) can be considered as functions on the set {h(s)} rather than on { a>(s)}.
Distance
Among many possible definitions of a norm of an operator, we here quote the Hilbert-Schmidt norm
Then the distance D1(A1, Az) between two operators A1 and Az can be defined by
Noticing that TrP(s) equals N for the projection operator P(s) corresponding to an N-frame, we find that the distance D1(H, Pz) between two projection operators Hand Pz is given by 
Geodesic distance
Since we have a Riemannian metric Gttv(s) defined by (2·14), we can define a geometric distance between two points s1 and sz in the parameter space. Let C(s1, sz) be the minimal geodesic which starts at s1 and ends at sz. The minimal geodesic CCs1, sz) is defined as the solution of the geodesic equation
(G'"v(s)) being the inverse matrix of (Gttv(s)), which realizes the minimum distance between S1 and sz:
We note that Eqs. (2 · 24) and (2 · 27) can be rewritten as
respectively. Indeed, we have
) (2·27') being the direct result of (2·14). From (2·27'), (2·17), (2·14) and
=D2(P(s), P(s+ds)).
The last equality in (2·29) is due to (2·20) and the fact that 
Inequality for D and D2
We already have the inequality (2·20) for Dr(Pr, P2) and D2(Pr, P2). We now show that D2(P(sr), P(s2))=D2Csr, s2) cannot exceed D(sr, s2):
To show (2·30), we consider K + 1 points 6o=sr, 6r, 62, ···, 6x-r and 6x=s2 which lie on C(sr, sz). Then, the inequality (2·22) yields Dz(sr, sz):=;;~)f,;;-JD2(6k, 6k+I). Taking an appropriate K -HX) limit and making use of (2·29), we obtain (2·30 
where Q is an operator satisfying
In (3·9) we assumed that N1:::;;Nz. The existence of a unitary W satisfying (3·9) can be proved by noticing the theorem: 7 > if A and A' have the same point spectrum including multiplicities, then they are unitarily equivalent. However, (3·9) associated with (3·8) is valid only in the case that all of 2:f,;li<~P;I¢k>l 2 , i=1, 2, ···, N1, are equal. This severe condition disappears in the N1 = 1 case, which will be discussed in the next subsection.
Explicit form of W realizing D2 for N1 = 1
In the case that N1=1 and Nz arbitrary, we can realize the equality of (2·19):
which generalizes the distance of Provost and Vallee.
3 > To show this fact, it is sufficient to construct the unitary operator W satisfying (3·8) and (3·9). We begin with defining an operator B of the form
B=i(X-Y)=Bt,

X=HPz, Y=PzH=Xt.
We readily obtain formulae we obtain a simple expression for WPz:
Then we have (3·8) with K given by
After some manipulations, we have In their discussion, the dynamics is not restricted and a single state vector l¢(t)> is considered. We here consider a set of vectors {l¢;(t)>: i=1, 2, ···, N} and assume that, at any instant of time, the l¢;(t)>'s are described by a set of time-dependent continuous parameters (s 1 (t), s 2 (t), ···, sP(t)). Then we can use the machinery developed in § 2. The case of this kind of dynamics was discussed by Perelomov 8 l and Provost-Vallee.
l
The projection operator (2·3) with s replaced by t satisfies
and
(in)2 ~22P(t)=in[ ~~, P(t)]+[H, [H, P(t)]].
(4 ·4)
By a calculation similar to (2 · 27), we have
Tr(P(t)P(t + dt))=N-Cfht Tr(P(t)[H, [H, P(t)]])
(4 ·5) up to the second order of dt. If we define LIE( t) by
LJE(t)=/ ~ Tr(P(t)[H, [H, P(t)]])
we are led to the relation
LlE(t)dt=nD(t, t+dt). (4·7)
From ( 
We observe that the quantity LlE(t)of (4·6) is invariant under gauge transformations (2·5) and appropriate to measure the time-energy uncertainty in an N-demensional linear subspace. Although the inequality (4·9) is less stringent than (4·8), it is a covenient tool to estimate the uncertainty since its r.h.s is directly calculable without recourse to the investigation of geodesics. To illustrate how the relation (4·9) works, we consider two examples. 
=<d¢a(t)id¢a(t)>-<d¢a(t)i¢a(t)><¢a(t)id¢a(t)>. (4 ·13b)
Since the metric (4·13a) is that of P 2 (C), we can obtain D(t1, tz) in this example: D(t1, tz)=Arccos Cl<¢a(t1)1¢a(tz)>l). 5 l' 6 ), 9 ) Then (4·8) yields
The maximum of the r.h.s. of (4·14) is given by Tth/2=1.57n. On the other hand, it can be seen from ( 4 ·12) that, for a suitable pair of s1 and s2, the r.h.s. of ( 4 · 9) takes its maximum value j 4-2/2n=1.08n. § 5.
Summary and outlook
We have discussed how to define the quantum distance between two linear subspaces of a Hilbert space. The main tool we have made use of is the projection operator projecting the whole Hilbert space onto a linear subspace concerned. The distance has been defined with the aid of the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of the difference of two projection operators. The Hilbert-Schmidt norm turns out to be convenient to write down the Provost-Vallee distance and the Anandan-Aharonov one as well as the generalized versions of them. We have also discussed the time-energy uncertainty, the lower bound of which is given by the quantum distance multiplied by n.
We have considered how the metric tensor is introduced on the space of parameters describing quantum states. The quantum geodesic distance appearing in the discussion of the time-energy uncertainty concerns a one-dimensional integral on the parameter space. To envisage how physical information is extracted from multipleintegrals on the parameter space, we consider a set of orthonormal vectors {lif!;(s)>: i =1, 2, ···, N, lifi;(s)>= U(s)l¢;)}, where U(s) is a unitary operator, the lifl;)'s satisfy (ifl;liflj)=o;;, and s=(sl, s can be identified with the area of a certain surface S( C) bounded by the curve C. It is known that there exists a unique surface So( C) bounded by C which minimizes the value of a(S(C)). 10 J The problem to obtain So( C) for the prescribed Cis the famous ·Plateau problem which has a long history in mathematics. Since the value of a(So(C)) depends only on the choice of the function cp(s) on ()Q, the inequality a(S(C)) ;;:::a(So(C)) would involve some nontrivial information on the matrix elements of H,Xs) and H,.,(s)Hv(s). The discussion of the above type can be generalized to the case of higher-dimensional integrals and will be given in a future communication.
